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ZO~NG CODE ENFORCE~NT

Upon receipt of a compltit, the Permit Technician contacts the complaiumt to
acknowledge receipt of the cornpltit and provides the hvestigators name and telephone
number.

Within 24 hours of receipt of the complaint, the kvestigator must contact the complainant
by phone. The kvestigator wi~ inform the complainant of tie assiwent of the case, mk
pertinent questions regarding the best time to witness a violation, and obtain any additiond
information that might be helpful. The Investigator will then give the complainant au
approximate time tie site will be visited. This information shodd be documented kto
Hansen so that if additionrd calls born citizens are received, whoever takes tie cd can
indicate that au investigation is underway.

me hwestigation should begin no later than 72 hours of receipt of tie complaint whenever
possible. All visits shodd be documented in Hansen.

A decision to cIose the case for no violation, or a decision to issue a Notice of Violation
jhodd be made and documented in Hansen within 5 days of visiting the site. Exceptions
tiIl occur. ml research and conversations pertinent to the case will be documented in
Hansen. The complainant till be called when tie case is closed.

[f a Notice of Violation is issued, time for compfiauce shordd reflect the complexity or
.ack tiereof of the corrective action. The kvestigator wi~ contact the complainant and the
:esuhs of the investigation shotid be discussed at that time. Documentation into Hansen
till be made.

.f a Civil Citation is issued, documentation must be made h Hansen and the kvestigator
till cdl the complainant to discuss the next step. Documentation into Hansen till be

made.

Extensions of time shotid be given ordy if the hvestigator believes compfiauce W be
achieved by doing so. No “buying time” extensions shodd be given. Extensions longer
than 30 day: shodd be discussed with the Perrnitttig Services Manager. Documentation
into Hansen will be made.

If the violator files for Special Exception to correct the violation, the hvestigator wifl
itiorm the complainant of the specird exception process and give the date of the hearing.
After the Board of Appeals makes the decision, the Investigator will cdl tie Complainant
and discuss the next steps. Documentation into Hansen wi~ be made.

‘the violator files au Atistrative Appeal, the kvestigator will contact the complainant
i tiorm them of the appeal and the process. Documentation into Hansen will be made.
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Under no circumstances will transfers of cases between kvestigators be made without
Manager’s approvrd.

hs situations that require extensive iuvetigations, for example where the activity occors
sporadicdly, the hvestigator will contact the complainant at mutually agreed upon
intemds.

me Zoning Enforcement Mmager will review cases with each kvestigator on a biwee~y
basis dtig which the application of this procedure wi~ be reviewed for the cases
discmsed.
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